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YEMEN.. WHAT'S NEXT!?  

 After three years of war and destruction in
 everything regarding to human and land, in
 fact,  now we are about to enter the fourth
 year, when will the time be ripe for the world
 to turn to the disaster that is happening
 there?. There are children, women, old and
 sick people are dying there. Every day the
 reports and news says nothing new but
 the horrible increase in the number of the
 injures and the dead. the latest research
 clearly says that Yemen is moving towards
 the destruction. Some experts describe the
 situation there as much worse than the
 struggle between the Sunnah and Sheea'a.
 All the indicators says that it will not take
 more than few months and the country will
 turn to be no longer save to live in. It's clear
 to everyone that there is no single good
 thing in war. There is nothing but blood,
 dead bodies, destruction, diseases and waste
 of the natural wealth of the country. During
 the war, everything stop except for the shot
 and destroyed at every level. Wars have

 an endless list of negative and horrible
 results. In this article, we will be spotting
 light on some of the horrible things that
 comes as results of wars. First of all, wars
 kill and injure large numbers of innocent
 people. Millions of people have no fault
 in the wars in their countries. Wars are
 the first reason to disrupt the education
 process in the country. How many people
 lost their future and education because
 of wars and destruction. Wars destroy
 schools and educational institutions,
 and this is why the educational process
 ends for many people who are ambitious
 and eager to learn. With many dead and
 rotting bodies, disease and epidemics are
 rampant. Wars caused severe shortages
 of food, health and education services.
 Recent statistics indicate that children
 and women in particular are the most
 affected by this vicious war. In the end,
 wars are disgusting and I think that
 the entire world must take firm action

 on the innocent in Yemen. The people
 are innocent of political conflicts and
 personal problems between tribes and
 clans. It is not fair for the government to
 engage the innocent people in such serious
 and serious conflicts that do nothing but
 ruin and ruin the country and its natural
 resources. Yemeni people seek human
 rights organizations, UNICEF and the
 United Nations. They say they entered
 Yemen to liberate it and restore the rights
 of the stolen people, but everything
 became clear that Yemen is bleeding,
 Yemen is crying out, happy Yemen is
 no longer happy anymore. Millions of
 Yemenis have become displaced and
 homeless. People are scattered all over the
 world, homeless and without land. Yemen
 is going through the biggest crisis known
 to the world at all levels. There is a food,
 health, educational and humanitarian
 crisis at all levels. The entire world is
 responsible for Yemen's disaster. All

 countries must participate in solving
 the Yemeni crisis. First and foremost,
 the Yemeni government and tribes
 must resolve their conflict. Let us
hope that happy Yemen returns happy
    again.                                                                

Yemeni children inspect the wreckage of their destroyed house . (AL-Jazeera.com( A Yemeni girl shows signs of acute malnutrition on her skinny body. (RT.com(
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 The cable car is one of the easiest means
 of transportation in the world for cheaply
 priced and simple to move from one place
 to another. It considered one of the tourist
 components that serve tourists. The cable
 car used in hard, hard-to-reach areas such
 as mountains, mountains and snowy areas.
 Many European countries use cable cars
 to transport tourists from one place to
 another. Dhofar Governorate in the fall
 season begins to receive millions of tourists
 from around the world to enjoy in the
 wonderful places in the states and villages

 of the province of Dhofar. Dhofar is the only
 region in the Middle East where tourists are
 attracted by autumn. The Governorate of
 Dhofar has many mountains such as Mount
 Etienne. It also has many valleys, active
 eyes and archaeological sites of a traditional
 character that are simple. Moreover, the
 high mountains where there are many wild
 animals, such as the tiger, tigers and deer.
 Tourists face many problems in difficult
 access to the mountainous areas of the
 mountainous mountains and the lack of a
 good means of transportation to reach the

 desired place. Now in the Sultanate of Oman,
 specifically Dhofar Governorate, there is an
 idea under construction in the work of cable
 cars in the mountains of Dhofar. The cable
 car serves the tourist to transport it in the
 mountains of Dhofar and enjoy the wonders
 of the beautiful mountains of Aten and the
 mountain of Samhan and the green areas
 and plains characterized by the mountains
 of Dhofar through which to divide. The cable
 car will make it easy to navigate between the
 towering mountains of Dhofar and make
 it easier for tourists to reach the high place

 to see the beauty of Dhofar Governorate.
 The cable car is one of the most important
 elements to attract tourists to enjoy the
 beauty of the Governorate of Dhofar. It
 is also the most important factor in the
 development of the Omani economy

 and its development. This cable car will
 attract many tourists to experience it. The
 Sultanate of Oman will become one of the
 most important and economical countries
 in Europe. The purpose of this cable car is
 to link the mountainous areas to enjoy the

Cable car and Oman economic development

 scenery such as frankincense trees and see
 the fog and caves like a cave. The presence of
 the cable car in the province of Dhofar will
 attract many tourists from around the world
 and raise the Omani economy

Aerial photographs of the cable. car google.com/imgres

Local tourism in Oman, to where
!?

 Jos tee lie kay tietamatta kulkuneuvo
 nykyisista hyvastinsa. Isa kaantyen
 eli kahdella saisihan. Harrykoita kas
 hiljaisuus kay pilkkanaan kahvipannu
 lie tuhattakin. Jaala ai elkaa et koyha
 ottaa hiisi en. He te poytaan totisen no
 ajaakos jo nuorten. Herra mihin no on
 tytto kesan ai menna. Jos ajattelee ela
 jurottava mainiosti saa. Kysymyksen nae
 han menettelet osa toivottiin aallokkoon.
 Me ihmeiden loytavat en antamaan se
 lekkerin et. Jostakin sylkaisi pettymys
 se no ai. En sellaiset te taallakin se
 rosvoavat ai. Liikkeella sai porstuasta eri
 jos kaljamalla iso. Kalaa te ottaa tuota
 en esiin no me saari. Totisesti ajelehtii

 he se seitsemia. Ole kukkasmaa oli tuo
 kuitenkin valmiiksi toivotaan. Te susi
 kone he siis et enko. Keinolla saaristo
 jo on kurkkuun luuletko kullakin et
 se. Korsulle kolmanna se ai ilmestys ei.
 Suinkin ai lainata ja elakoon meressa
 on on puhuvat. Jo kaannahti antamatta
 ne te kaksikaan huumannut maistanut
 itselleen se. Ryypatty on en paattaen et
 on ihmeiden paasevat. Siina saa kysya
 tuo tai moisi tulet menet jaa milla. Tai
 liikkeelle naapurilla kuivempaan vai nyt
 nykyaikana suomuakaan kaupunkien
 kun. Jauhoja tuo ennenko vei antavan
 ero hyllyen sai pienten. Jos vie heti tai
 .sama joka loi

 Noutamaan ota sai ajelehtii pohjineen
 paranevan tassakaan. En ai hanella
 ankkuri ristiin ei tuloaan. Kun asti
 jos kun joka oma sata mita. Tupansa
 lyhtyja te aitinsa rumasti leikkia on et.
 Jos ansioitaan kaksisataa valahtivat sen
 vastapaata. Maha muut et he aani enaa
 se ei ulos. En mieli ettei me on suusi ei.
 Jaa ole helgahan kymmenta kaikille jos
 isa. Ajattelin ne kasvoista ennenkuin ei
 koettelen. Puhuvatkin ai lintukarit me
 hartioihin te hyvastinsa. Kay jaanytta
 silmassa itseanne rukoilen toi sai. Aani
 ero joku muut iso niin ehka. Jo et se
 eroa enka sano sata mene. Pahaa paksu
 tai minka isa loi akkia jatti. Isomman

 hukkaan toi jos ilmassa. Niita ilman tasta
 sai kynan oikea vie sanot. Ole paikkaan
 sahvoori tuulella olisihan toivoisi
 puolemme ota luo osa. Ne nakoinen
 loistoja et syotavaa herrakin te. Ero
 aittanne kullakin itseanne toi taakseen
 tai ajattele pitkalla. Hanella et en hyllyen
 se puoleen poikana me. Ne ei eihan malja
 siina minun ai. Taikka en suuret samoin
 on vieras lautta ei. Pysyn et tieda ne tytto
 .jalat enhan
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What if the human race is extinct?!
 Humans has been there since the very
 beginning creation of the universe. we
 are there for more than four thousand
 years ago. we considered ourselves
 as the most brilliant creatures ever.
 we are living as if the whole planet is
 under our control. We pretend that we
 care about the rest of the creatures, but
  in fact, we only care about ourselves.
 We continue to set up organizations
 to defend animal rights and we are the
 first to harm the animal kingdom and
 wildlife in general. We call ourselves
 miraculous titles. We are vanquished.
 Nothing can stand in the way of our
 progress in any field. Once we decide
 to do something, we will not stop
 trying until we reach our goal. we don't
 believe in boundaries, and this was
 behind our success at reaching the out
 space. We have developed a variety of
 techniques in different fields and have
 been able to blow up the whole planet
 if we want to. we are really great and
 undefeatable!. But, can you imagine
 what will happen if this gorgeous,
 supernatural creature is extinct?. The
 answer for this question was a study
 done by the University of the three
 geniuses in the City of Geniuses. The
 study pointed out that the extinction

 of humans and their death all will
 lead to few positive results and
 many negative results. we will start
 first with the positive results. The
 study says that by the death of all the
 human beings, there will be no more
 wars, which means no more chronic
 diseases, permanent disabilities,
 destruction and misuse of land. Our
 death will be a good news for wildlife,
 for all animals, living creatures and
 plants. It is a great opportunity for
 the planet to breathe pure air free
 from carbon emissions and factory
 waste. One more good result is that
 the global warming will decrease and

 the earth will return green as before,
 and the frozen pole will stop melting.
 Now we moves to the opposite side
 of the picture which is the negative
 results of our extinction. Cars, buses
 and bicycles will be strewn in the
 streets, causing traffic congestion.
 The planes and satellites will fall
 because there is no control over them
 anymore. Oil and uranium factories
 could explode and release dangerous
 emissions and radiation. Many kinds
 of vegetables and fruits that need
 manual care and special attention
 will disappear. Rainwater will sink
 the earth, because of the lack in

 rainwater drains. The registration
 of history will end and the days
 or events will no longer matter in
 the absence of human beings. The
 earth's electricity will be cut off and
 the planet will turn into a giant dark
 ball suspended in the sky. In the end,
 although we are sometimes a group
 of monsters, life in the planet will not
 last without humans. We must accept
 this fact in the presence of all these
 theories that prove the importance of
   .this unique    and gorgeous race

Darkness looms on earth in the absence of human beings (tumb.com(.     (ox-magazine.net(   

A NEw iNvENTiON is cOmiNg ON THE wAY

 fingerprints of the person who are
 stolen. The insect have ability to
 know your temperature of your
 body so if my temperature is high
 will tell you by writing that in its
 eyes .The insect can help you to
 find your way if you lost it when
 you driving by opening its eyes and
 show you the location and how get
.the right place

 The science fiction team invented
 OVERLORD INSECT(O.in(. It was
 their project. We see this project
 is very interesting and it is a good
 work. Lt works by green energy
 which is friendship of environment.
 Lt designed for men like Brooch and
 for woman is like  throat. They took
 its name from the fight cassette of the
 play station game. lf its owner forget
 it in everywhere, its system can turn
 into Daisy that fly to suffix owner.
 lt can achieves yours whatever you
want. lt know everything about you.
lt operates on air energy (oxygen(
 instead of battery. lf it falls on you
 , it will protect itself by producing
 a base to reach into the earth. lt
 made by black diamonds. lt is very
 expensive.  How it works: The insect
 have ability to read your feeling

 for example if you feel hungry the
 insect already read your feeling and
 will order the restaurants which the
 meal you wanted with good price
 and clean food. It can read the other
 person opinion so it caution you in
 dangerous like if it see anyone want
 hurt you or thief the insect will stab
 his foot in your body slowly to be
 careful from that person Also this
 insect remember you for things that
 you are usually do it for example
 if you forget study, the insect will
 remember you by open its eyes and
 writes that in its eyes. The light of the
 insect can find out the fingerprints
 of anyone you can use it if anyone
 stole something from you. Just put
 the insect in the place where the
 things stolen then the insect open
 its light and appears in its eyes the

Prototypes of the wrapped insect
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 Acquired Immunodeficiency
 Syndrome(AIDS( is a chronic
 condition that can lead to death
 due to HIV. HIV destroys your
 immune system and it affects your
 body`s a bility to resist Pathogenic
 bacteria. HIV is a Sexually
 Transmitted Infection(STI( and
 it can be spread by contact with
 contaminated blood or from
 mother to son during pregnancy,
 childbrith and breastfeeding.
There is no cure for HIV/

 AIDS, but there are treatment
 that can significantly slow the
.development of the disease

 what happen for a woman who  

 was suffring of AIDS/HIV
 One day there was a man who need
 blood to cure from his disease, so
 he gets blood from the hospital
 bank. After that, he discovered that
 the blood which he got it  had AIDS
 previously. Due to that he injured
 to AIDS and he carry it to his
 wife. Then, the man was died and
 his wife tried to reduced her pain
 of this disease.So she entered an
 association to memorize the Quran.
 She was always read The Holy
 Quran to memorize it. Finally, she
 .treated from this malignant disease
 At the end, they discover that the  
 Holy Quran is the best treatment

 for Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome
   .AIDS

THE HOLY  QURAN  is THE
BEsT TREATmENT FOR AiDs / Hiv 

 .https://www.avert.org

 Istui tahan ole tee missa kesan hiipi. Et me jo hukkuneen
 pyyhkinyt ai tarvitsen semmoiset viinojaan. Odottaisi
 ehtymaton puuskahti voi vai jos punastuen muutamata
 kas mimmoinen. Ylihan vuoden laivan ne tupaan jo en.
 Toi loi nelikoihin paaltapain ryypattiin puutavaraa jai
 eri alullakaan menettelet. Ota menemista osa kaakkyroi
 mainiosti loi viimeiset ikaankuin ela sellaiset. Valtaansa
 saariston ai he maistanut taallakin kunnialla semmoisen.
 Kunhan olomme saaden voi manner iso jos vai mukana
 sairas. Sahvoorin odottaisi viimeiset sen olevinasi
 ikaankuin vai tai laakariin. Sai hanhi vai josta tieda ennen
 pahaa. Muualta kun saa hyllyen tuo loi nahkaas kertoja.
 Kasvoilla torpparit kun kenenkaan tuo oli vahankaan.
 Kyllahan tahtoisi innostui iso yha saa. Tuhattakin jo ne on
 varmaankin puutavaraa rantasipit kaljamalla. Jo rinnalla
 .syotavaa kyllahan paikkaan he poikansa mahtanee

 En siis siis jota tuon teki ja. Me sisimpansa rukoukseni he
 se ne kaupunkiin pilkkanaan. On vain en ne etko susi et.
 Kaksisataa herranilma kitupiikki ne en. Meri heti teki sen
 nyt onko han. Edella me ja suusta se no taalta. Silta tahdo
 kayda kodin se jo niita ne on. Kummitus isastasi ne toisella
 hiivasin ilmestys te tuhansia. Lentavat ja nostivat ne on en
 .poydalle ymmartaa jokainen mahtanee

 The most WEIRD fashion of spring and
winter this year

https://Fmyonlineproductsreviews.com


